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 . <  . <  < <.We show that if 0 - p - ` then the operator Gf z s H f z dmr 1 y zG z .
p p < <.maps the Hardy space H to L dz if and only if m is a Carleson measure.
 .Here G z is the usual nontangential approach region with vertex z on the unit
 .  < < < < 24 < <circle G z s z g D : 1 y z F 1 y z , and dz is arclength measure on the
circle. We also show that if 0 - p F 1, b ) 0, and 1 y b p ) 0 then the operator
p p < <.Gf maps the Hardy]Sobolev space H into L dz if and only if the functionb
 .  < <. p, 1yb pG z s H dmr 1 y z belongs to the Morrey space L . In case p s 1,m G  z .
  .. < <1y bthis condition is equivalent to the condition that m T I F C I for all arcs I
 .contained in the circle, where T I is the tent over I contained in the unit disk.
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Let D denote the unit disk in the complex plane and T its boundary, the
unit circle. For 0 - p F `, H p will be the usual Hardy space of functions
holomorphic on the unit disk, i.e., a holomorphic function f belongs to H p
p . pif its nontangential maximal function belongs to L T . For b ) 0, Hb
will denote the Hardy]Sobolev space of functions f whose radial frac-
b p w xtional derivative of order b , D f , belongs to H ; see 1 .
 w x.It is well known a proof can be found in 2 that if a ) 0, a function f
belongs to H p if and only if
pr2dA22 a a < <1 y r D f z dz - `. .  .H H 2 / . < <T G z 1 y z .
Here, dA is the Lebesgue measure on the plane. Therefore the operator
1r2dA22 a aA f z s 1 y r D f z .  .  .Ha 2 / . < <G z 1 y z .
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p p   . .maps H to L . If a s 0 it is clear consider the function f z s 1 that
A is not a bounded operator from H p to L p.a
 < <.In this note we investigate dAr 1 y z must be replaced by in order to
obtain a bounded operator for the case where a s 0. Replacing f 2 by f
 < <.and dAr 1 y z by a positive measure m on D yields the question of
characterizing measures m such that
p
dm z . p5 5f z F C f 1 .  .H H p /< <1 y z .T G z
for a constant C independent of f. Let
dm
Gf z s f z . .  .H < <1 y z .G z
The operator G is therefore a generalization of the area integral. Our first
result is the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1. Let 0 - p - `. Necessary and sufficient that 1 holds for
all f in H p is that m is a Carleson measure.
w x  < <.See 6 for basic facts about Carleson measures. Notice that dAr 1 y z
``just misses'' being a Carleson measure; this is the motivation for the
formulation of the problem we have chosen.
The proof of sufficiency in Theorem 1 is based on the same idea as the
w xproof of Lemma 1 in 5 . The necessity is easy if p G 1. The real interest of
Theorem 1, from the point of view of this note, is the necessity in the case
0 - p - 1, where the proof relies on the argument of John and Nirenberg
in conjunction with the Calderon]Zygmund decomposition.
It is also worth pointing out that the class of measurable functions with
p < <.nontangential maximal function in L dz is characterized by verifying
 .the imbedding 1 .
We can also look at the operator
dm
Gf z s f z .  .H < <1 y z .G z
in the context of Hardy]Sobolev spaces. The situation is easiest to under-
stand for 0 - p F 1, and can be described in terms of the function
dm
G z s . . Hm < <1 y z .G z
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THEOREM 2. Let 0 - p F 1. Suppose b ) 0 and 1 y b p ) 0. A neces-
sary and sufficient condition that there is a constant C independent of f such
that
p
dm p
p5 5f z F C f 2 .  .H H Hb /< <1 y z .T G z
is that G belongs to the Morrey space L p, 1yb p. If p s 1 then this ism
equi¨ alent to the condition that
< <1ybm T I F C I . .
for all arcs I contained in the circle T.
 . Here T I is the tent over I in the unit disk a convenient substitute for
w x. p, ethe usual Carleson square over I; see 9, p. 372 and L is the Morrey
< < p < < espace of functions g satisfying the condition that H g F C I for all arcsI
w xI contained in T ; see 4; 9, p. 215 .
Since the condition on m in Theorem 1 is independent of p, it is natural
to ask if the conditions appearing in Theorem 2 are also really indepen-
dent of p. We give an example to show that this is not the case.
 .The problem of determining which measures m verify 2 is also of
interest for p ) 1. This problem seems to be more difficult. We give some
 .partial results Theorem 3 at the end of the note.
Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity for 1 F p - ` follows easily by applying
ym .  .1 to the test functions 1 y z z , where m is a positive integer and I isI
an arc contained in the circle. Here z is the point in the disk z s reiuI I
iu < <with e in the center of I and 1 y r s I . Testing this function yields
p < <dm dz
F CH H /< < < <1 y z I .  .I T I lG z
for a constant C independent of I. Since 1 F p - `, Jensen's inequality
shows that
< <dm dz
F CHH < < < <1 y z I .  .I T I lG z
and interchanging the order of integration shows that m is a Carleson
measure.
Necessity for the case 0 - p - 1 seems to lie deeper.
< <Denote the measure of a subset I of the circle by I . Let D denote the
 .collection of closed dyadic subarcs of T. If Q is such an arc and k a
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 .positive integer, let R Q be the ``Carleson rectangle''k
iu k < < iuR Q s re : 1 y r F 2 Q , e g Q 4 .k
 . tand let R Q denote the closed setk
t iu ky1 k iu< < < <R Q s re : 2 Q F 1 y r F 2 Q , e g Q . 4 .k
Let x denote the characteristic function of a set E. If we choose k largeE
t  . t  .enough and for simplicity write Q in place of R Q , then 1 implies thatk
p
tm Q . X< < < <x z dz F C J . 2 .  .H Q< < /QJ Q;J , QgD
 .Without loss of generality we may assume C s 1. Let F z sj
  t. < <.  .  .X m Q r Q x Q z . Then 2 may be stated asQ ; J , Q g D
1 p
< <F z dz F 1 3 .  .H J< <J J
for all dyadic arcs J. The idea now is to use the Calderon]Zygmund
 wdecomposition at level a in the manner of John and Nirenberg see 6, p.
x w x.230 or 9, p. 202 to obtain the distribution inequality
pyc t < <z g J : F z ) t F Ce J , 4 .J
 .where the constants c and C are independent of J. If a ) 1 then from 3
we may find dyadic arcs I 1, j s 1, . . . , N contained in J such that ifj 1
G1 s D I 1 thenj
 . pa F F a on J y G ;J 1
 .  < 1 <. p < <1b 1r I H F dz F 2a , for j s 1, . . . , N ; andj I J 1j
 . < 1 <  . < <c G F 1ra J .
Notice that the subset of J where F p is larger than a is contained inJ
1  .G . Now for each j, 1 F j F N , use 3 to apply the Calderon decomposi-1
 . p1tion at the same level a described above to the function F on theIj
interval I 1. For each j, we obtain dyadic subarcs of I 1, which we denote asj j
I 2, j, such that, with G2 s D I 2, j,l j l l
 . p 1 21a F F a on I y G ;1 I j jj
 .  < 2, j <. p < <2, j 1b 1r I H F dz F 2a for all l; and1 l I Il j
 . < 2 <  . < 1 <c G F 1ra I , for all j.1 j j
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Use the fact that 0 - p - 1 to deduce that on I 1 y G2j j
p < < p1 1F s F y F q FJ I I Jj j
p < < p1 1F F q F y FI I Jj j
< < p1F a q F y F .I Jj
< < p 11Since F y F is constant on I we may estimate it by averaging toI J jj
obtain
1p p< < < < < <1 1F y F s F y F dzHI J I J1j j1< <I Ij j
1 p p < <1F F q F dzH  /I J1 j1< <I Ij j
F 1 q 2a .
It follows therefore that the subset of J where F p G 1 q 3a is con-J
2 2  .  .tained in the union G s D G . Combine estimates c and c above toj j 1
estimate that
1
2 2 1< < < < < <G F G F I j jaj j
1
< <F J .2a
Iterate this process n times to obtain subsets Gn of J satisfying the
< n <  n. < <inequality G F 1ra J and which contain all points of J where
p  .F G n 1 q 3a . It follows thatJ
p ycl < <z g J : F z ) l F Ce J , . 4J
where the constants c and C are independent of J. Thus
t
`m Q . pyc t < <x z dz F C e dt J . .H HQ< <QJ 0Q;J
  ..Since the left hand side is larger than m T J the proof of necessity is
complete.
We now turn to sufficiency. Suppose first that m is a Carleson measure
and that 1 F p - `. Duality shows that it is enough to prove the estimate
< < 5 5 X 5 5g z Gf z dz F C g f , .  .H p p
T
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where pX is conjugate to p and g ) 0. Interchanging the order of integra-
tion yields the equivalent inequality
5 5 X 5 5f z G*g z dm z F C g f , .  .  .H p p
D
where
1
< <G*g z s x z g z dz . .  .  .H G z .< <1 y z T
< <It is clear that G*g is dominated by the Poisson integral of g. Holder's
inequality shows then that
X1rp 1rp
Xp p< < < <G*g z f z dm z F G*g dm f dm .  .  .H H H /  /D D D
5 5 5 5 XF f gp p
since m is a Carleson measure.
 . <  . <Suppose next that 0 - p - 1. Let f * z s sup f z be the non-z g G z .
tangential maximal function of f. Estimate that
p
dm
< < < <f z dz .H H /< <1 y z .T G z
p
dmp .p 1yp < <F f * z f z dz .  .  .H H /< <1 y z .T G z
p1yp dmpp
< < < <F f * dz f z dz .  .H H H /  / /< <1 y z .T T G z
p
pp1yp.5 5F C f f z dm z .  .p H /D
5 5 pF C f ,p
since m is a Carleson measure. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. We consider first the matter of sufficiency.
w x pFollowing Ahern 1 , if f g H thenb
by1r pf z F C l d A z , .  . j j j
j
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 .where A F 1 is supported on a set of the form T I where I is an arc onj j j
p 5 5 p pT of length d and  l F C f . Since 0 - p F 1, if we let 4I denoteHj j j b
an arc whose length is 4 times the length of I and whose center is the
same as that of I then Minkowski's inequality yields that
p
dm
< <f z dz .H H /< <1 y z .T G z
p
dm
by1r p < <F C l d A z dz .H H j j j /< <1 y z .T G z j
pp b py1 < <F C l d G z dz . Hj j m
4Ijj
F C l p . j
j
This proves sufficiency.
Necessity in Theorem 2 follows from two observations. First, by looking
ym .at test functions of the form 1 y zz where m is a large integer, aQ
 .necessary condition that 2 hold is that
t < <1ybm Q F Q .
for all arcs Q contained in the circle. From this it follows easily that
p
dm 1yb p< < < <dz F C Q . 4 .H H /< <1 y z .  .Q G z yT Q
The same test functions also show that the condition
p
dm 1yb p< < < <dz F C QH H /< <1 y z .  .Q G z lT Q
 .is necessary that 2 holds. Together the two inequalities yield the result. If
p s 1 then the second estimate shows that
< <1ybm T I F C I 5 .  . .
for all arcs I : T , and it is easy to see that this latter condition implies the
 .  . 1, 1ybestimate 4 . Therefore condition 5 implies that G g L . This com-m
pletes the proof of necessity.
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EXAMPLE. It is natural to ask whether or not the condition that
p, 1yb p  .G g L with b ) 0 fixed occurring in Theorem 2 really dependsm
on p; after all the characterization of the ``b s 0'' case given in Theorem 1
is independent of p. The following example shows that the condition does
depend on p.
Let I denote a subinterval of T of length 1. Fix an integer n and assume
 n4 na s 1 y b p ) 0 and 0 - p - 1. Let I : j s 1 . . . 2 be 2 intervalsn, j
 .1r aeach of length 1r2 chosen according to the standard construction of a
 w xsingular Lebesgue function for a symmetric Cantor set. see 7, Chapt. 1 ,
. iu j iu jfor details. For each j let z s re where e is the center of I andj n, j
 .n ra  .n1yb .r a .1 y r s 1r2 . Let m s  1r2 d , where d denotes a unitn j z zj
5 5 n1y1yb .r a .  .mass at z. Notice that m s 2 and that 1 y 1 y b ra ) 0.n
p < <yb pIt can be verified that G s I on I and vanishes elsewhere. Itm n, j n, jnp < <follows that G dz is the measure obtained at the nth iteration in themn
construction of the singular measure whose modulus of continuity is
 . a  .v t s t . Therefore m satisfies 2 with a constant C independent of n.n
 4 pNow let l be a sequence of positive constants such that  l - ` butn n n
5 5  . l m s `. Set m s  l m . Then it is clear that m satisfies 2 butn n n n n n
5 5  .m s ` and therefore m cannot satisfy 5 .
 .Remarks Concerning the Case 1 - p - `. Suppose that 2 holds, where
 .1 - p - `. By looking at the real part of f we may replace f in 2 by
 . w x . pF z s P u) k z where P denotes the Poisson integral, u ) 0 is in L ,b
and u) k is the potentialb
< <1yb < <u) k z s u h h y z dh . .  .Hb
T
 .Non-linear potential theory shows that a condition necessary that 2 hold
is that
p
dm
p< <dz F CC E , 6 .  .H H b /< <1 y z .  .E T E lG z
where E is a finite union of disjoint arcs and C p denotes the Besselb
p w xcapacity associated with the potential space H ; see 3 . It is natural to askb
 .  .whether or not condition 6 is sufficient that 2 hold. We are able to
prove this in a special case.
 4THEOREM 3. Suppose z is an interpolation sequence and m s  w dk k k k
 .  .where d denotes unit mass at z . Then 6 is necessary and sufficient that 2k k
hold.
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Proof. As above, let
1
< <G*g z s x z g z dz . .  .  .H G z .< <1 y z T
 .If 1 - p - ` then 2 is by duality equivalent to to
5 5 X 5 5 pG*g z f z dm z F C g f . 7 .  .  .  .H p Hb
D
 .  . < <  .Let G z s G*g z and d s 1 y z . Then 7 is equivalent tok k
wX k1r p X p5 5 5 5G z d f z F C g f . 8X .  .  . p Hk k k b1r p /dkk
 4Since z is an interpolation sequence, the operator sending g to thek
  4 1r pX4 pX pX sequence G z d maps L onto l . The easiest way to see this is tok k
 4 pverify that the conjugate operator which sends a sequence a in l to thek
 < <1r p.function  a r I x , where z s z , is bounded from below. This,k k k I k Ik k
.in turn is an easy consequence of the Carleson embedding theorem.
 .Therefore 8 is equivalent to
pwp k p
p5 5f z d F C f . 9 .  . Hk k b /dkk
w x  .It follows from 8 that 9 holds if and only if
pwk pd F CC E , 10 .  . k b /dk .z gT Ek
where E is a union of disjoint subarcs of T. The proof will be complete if
 .  .  .we show that 6 implies 10 . For this, we again use duality: condition 6
is equivalent to:
1rppX5 5G z w F C g C E , 11 .  .  . . pk k b
 .z gT Ek
where g is supposed on E. Using again the fact that the operator sending
pX   . 1r pXfunctions g in L supported on E to the sequence G z d : z gk k k
 .4 pX  .  .T E maps onto l , duality shows that 11 is equivalent to 10 . This
completes the proof.
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